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Abstract—Attracting and retaining newcomers are critical aspects for OSS projects, as such projects rely on newcomers’ sustainable

contributions. Considerable effort has beenmade to help newcomers by identifying and overcoming the barriers during the onboarding

process. However, most newcomers eventually fail and drop out of their projects even after successful onboarding. Meanwhile, it has been

long known that individuals’ early career stages profoundly impact their long-term career success. However, newcomers’ early careers are

less investigated in SE research. In this paper, we sought to develop an empirical understanding of the relationships between newcomers’

dynamic contribution patterns in their early careers and their technical success. To achieve this goal, we compiled a dataset of newcomers’

contribution data from 54 largeOSS projects under three different ecosystems and analyzed it with time series analysis and other statistical

analysis techniques. Our analyses yield rich findings. The correlations between several contribution patterns and technical successwere

identified. In general, being consistent and persistent in newcomers’ early careers is positively associatedwith their technical success.While

these correlations generally hold in all three ecosystems, we observed some differences in detailed contribution patterns correlatedwith

technical success across ecosystems. In addition, we performed a case study to investigatewhether another type of contributions, i.e.,

documentation contribution, could potentially have positive correlationswith newcomers’ technical success.We discussed the implications

and summarized practical recommendations to OSS newcomers. The insights gained from thiswork demonstrated the necessity of

extending the focus of research and practice to newcomers’ early careers and hence shed light on future research in this direction.

Index Terms—Dynamic contribution pattern, early career, newcomer, open source, technical success
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1 INTRODUCTION

OPEN-SOURCE software (OSS) development has been a prev-
alent practice to build software products nowadays [1].

One of the critical success factors for OSS projects is attracting
and retaining newcomers [2]. When newcomers decide to join
an OSS project, theymay face various barriers, including tech-
nical barriers [3], aswell as social barriers [4]. Researchers have
proposed theories and techniques to help newcomers to iden-
tify and overcome these barriers [5], [6]. However, successful
onboarding (in terms of making the first code contribution [7])
does not necessarily guarantee newcomers’ survival and
advancement in their newly-joined projects. Extant literature
has shown that most newcomers, though successfully

onboarded, eventually dropped out in a short period [8]. In
otherwords,many newcomers fail in their “early careers.”

Literature in many disciplines has shown that individu-
als’ early careers are critical to their long-term career success

[9], [10], [11]. Particularly, supporting newcomers’ early

careers brings many benefits to both OSS projects and new-

comers themselves. For an OSS project, good support to

newcomers’ early career would help retain its most valuable

asset, and motivate newcomers to make sustainable contri-

butions, hence reducing the high turnover problem [12]. For

newcomers, having support during their early career helps

them better migrate from the periphery to the core in the

onion model of OSS project teams [13]. Moreover, support-

ing their early career could avoid newcomers’ early dropout

from the projects, then increases their chances of developing

expertise in the technologies used by their projects.
However, the state-of-the-art SE research into OSS new-

comers mainly focuses on helping newcomers overcome bar-
riers in their onboarding [6], thus has not yet fully recognize
the challenges of their early career after successful onboarding.
To provide effective support to newcomers’ early career, the
first yetmost crucial step should be developing anunderstand-
ing of newcomers’ activities in their early careers. We would
need to identify which types of behaviors would benefit their
success, and which might be detrimental. Moreover, investi-
gating such behaviors requires a dynamic perspective rather
than static snapshots, because an individual’s career is a devel-
opmental process, and has been proven to be determined by
dynamics of behaviors over an extended period by vocational
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behavior researchers [14], [15], [16]. Without such an under-
standing, researchers could not develop effective mechanism
designs and technical interventions to encourage early career
behaviors that have long-term benefits and discourage harm-
ful early career behaviors.

In this paper, we sought to develop such an understand-
ing by analyzing dynamic contribution behaviors in new-
comers’ early careers, and correlating these patterns with
their technical success (quantitatively measured by one’s
“eigenvector centrality” [17] at the source code file level).
Thus, we have our first research question:

RQ1 Which dynamic contribution patterns in newcomers’ early
career would be positively or negatively associated with their
technical success in newly joined projects?

Moreover, OSS development has been increasingly adopt-
ing the ecosystem paradigm, which is a collection of software
projects that have some given degree of symbiotic relation-
ships [18]. Different ecosystemsmay have varying norms and
processes [19], [20], which could introduce variances to the
dynamic contribution patterns identified in RQ1. Hence it is
necessary to investigate if there are ecosystem-specific corre-
lations between contribution patterns and technical success.
Sowe ask the second research question:

RQ2 Are there any differences regarding dynamic contribution
patterns across different OSS ecosystems?

To answer the above research questions, we compiled a
dataset consisting of individual members’ early career contri-
butions with fine-grained data from 54 large and popular OSS
projects in three OSS ecosystems, Apache, OpenStack, and
PythonData Science. The rationale to choose these ecosystems
is that they are popular ecosystems in open source commu-
nity that attract lots of contributors, which could provide a
diverse sample of newcomers to study. Moreover, many proj-
ects in these ecosystems tend to have long development life-
cycles, thus, enabled us to study the dynamics of newcomers’
early career in a longitudinal fashion. Our findings confirmed
that some specific contribution patterns were correlated with
newcomers’ technical success. In general, these early career
contribution patterns included maintaining consistency and
persistence, as well as avoiding prolonged inactivity between
code contributions. Also, these patterns might have some
slight variances thatwere contingent on different ecosystems.

Indeed, a newcomer’s contribution could be beyond
technical ones represented by contributing code. Another
category of typical contributions is performing documenta-
tion tasks, which has been identified as a potential starting
point in the pathway towards a successful career in an OSS
project [21], [22]. Hence, our third research question aims to
explore newcomers’ early career documentation contribu-
tion and their technical success:

RQ3 Are newcomers’ documentation contributions helpful in
achieving technical success?

Thus, we conducted a complementary case study with six
projects selected from the original sample of 54 projects (two
projects were selected from each ecosystem, based on the
number and percentage of documentation files in repository).
The results showed that only a very small set of newcomers
made substantial contributions to both documentation and
source code. Thus,we could not find sufficient direct evidence

to support the positive effects of documentation contributions
in newcomers’ early career technical success. However, it
seems that making code and documentation contributions
intensively could help newcomers’ technical success; and, in
natural settings, it is an unlikely occurrence that a newcomer
experiences the role shift from “documentation contributor”
to “code contributor.” Meanwhile, compared with documen-
tation contributions associatedwith code contributions, docu-
mentation contributions unrelated to code contributions seem
to be correlated more likely with technical success measured
by the centrality in one’s early career. Further research would
be necessary to investigate such correlations.

To the best of our knowledge, ourwork is the first empirical
study focusing on newcomers’ dynamic contribution patterns
in their early careers beyond their onboarding. It extends the
prior work that mostly focused on newcomers’ careers before
they make their first accepted contribution. Specifically, our
workmakes the following fourmajor contributions:

� A fresh perspective focusing on the dynamic patterns
of newcomers’ contributions to OSS projects during
their early career beyond onboarding processes.

� An empirical study that identifies the correlations
between the dynamic patterns of newcomers’ contri-
butions and their technical success in terms of code
centrality, with consideration of ecosystems.

� A case study that reveals several dynamic trajecto-
ries of code and documentation contributions, and
some potential correlations with technical success in
newcomers’ early career success, though not explic-
itly establishing these relationships due to lack of
sufficient data.

� A set of practical guidelines for newcomers on how
to adjust their early career contribution behaviors to
increase the chance of achieving technical success in
OSS projects.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 briefly
introduces the related work, focusing on research into sup-
porting newcomers, as well as behavioral analysis towards
OSS newcomers. Section 3 presents our research methods,
including projects sampling, data collection, and preparation.
Section 4 introduces the analysis strategies we used to find
the answers to RQ1 and RQ2. Section 5 presents the results
that answer these two RQs, and Section 6 presents the case
study on documentation contribution, answering RQ3. Sec-
tion 7 discusses implications, limitations, and future work.
Section 8 concludes the article.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 The Common Pathway From a Newcomer to a
Fully-Integrated Member

In general, it takes several phases for developers to go
through the process from a newcomer to a fully-integrated
project member. Fig. 1 describes these phases. At the very
beginning, a newcomer needs to decide which project to
join. Many intrinsic and extrinsic factors may impact such a
decision [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. Once making up their
mind, the onboarding phase starts, and it is a non-trivial
phase. A newcomer may face various barriers in this phase
[3], [4], [28], related to code issues, project process, etc. The
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tensions on how to start the contribution exist in the litera-
ture, e.g., one suggestion is that newcomers could start with
documentation [22], while other studies indicate that the
newcomers who start with documentation tend to only con-
tribute to documentation, and they never touch source code
[21]. Usually, successfullymaking the first accepted technical
contribution concludes this phase. Then, a newcomer begins
the early career phase. In this phase, a newcomer continues
making contributions; meanwhile, getting familiar with the
project, and being known by other members still take a sub-
stantial amount of their time. In this phase, a newcomer’s
potential often may not be fully realized because developing
project fluency still takes time [29]. Usually, this phase lasts
for several months for most newcomers [29]. However, there
is no specific event signifying the finish of this phase. After
this phase, a newcomer usually will achieve a similar level of
productivity withmost of the other regular contributors, and
moreover, behave like a regular contributor. Thus, they
should be viewed as fully integrated contributors. Of course,
in their later careers, a few of them may eventually advance
to core contributors, while some othersmay leave the project.

2.2 Supporting OSS Newcomers

2.2.1 Barriers Faced by OSS Newcomers

Researchers have identified various barriers a newcomer
may face when onboarding an OSS project [28]. Such barriers
can be divided into three categories: technical barriers [28],
social barriers [4], andprocess barriers [30]. The technical bar-
riers could be classified into six categories, i.e., issues to
build/set up a workspace, code issues, problems with docu-
mentation, newcomer behaviors, newcomer technical knowl-
edge, and finding a way to start [3]. Social barriers are mainly
related to social interaction issues [3] and include issues such
as reception, newcomers’ communication, finding a mentor,
and cultural differences [4]. Moreover, newcomers also face
some barriers related to process [30], e.g., long project pro-
cesses, lack of knowledge about procedures and conventions.
While most of these barriers happen during their onboarding
process [31], there are also several barriers to prohibit new-
comers from long-term contribution and success even after
successful onboarding. Their willingness and the climate of
the project might be the primary reasons for being long-term
contributors [32] or abandoning the project [33]. For example,
newcomers often tend to receive more negative feedback
[34]. Researchers also found that some groups of newcomers
may encounter some group-specific barriers. Female new-
comers often experience gender biases in OSS projects [35],
[36], and they tend to have lower self-efficacy thanmale new-
comers [30], [37].What’s more, the systematic negative biases
towards females widely exist in many aspects of OSS, which
discourage female newcomers [38].

2.2.2 Overcoming These Barriers

Various methods, guidelines, and tools have been proposed
to help newcomers overcome these barriers. Technical train-
ing is a common method to address the technical barriers
[30], [31], which helps newcomers get the necessary expertise
and accelerate their onboarding [39], [40]. Assigningmentors
to newcomers is also a common practice [40]. Newcomers
could learn from their mentors about how to learn and
develop knowledge structures in the projects [41]. The proj-
ects could ease onboarding efforts by providing clear and
concise project documentation [30]. Such “how to start” doc-
umentation is pretty valuable for newcomers, and the whole
community [42]. The project should also encourage new-
comers to get involved in interactions with other members
[41], which has been proven to be beneficial, regardless of
gender [36]. Regarding the code commitment, division of
tasks could help newcomers start from easy tasks [41], or
those of their interests [30].

Researchers also built computational tools for newcomers’
onboarding. Recommenders connecting newcomers with
projects fitting their experiences and potential mentors were
designed and evaluated [43], [44]. Web portals serving multi-
ple purposes were also proposed. Steinmacher et al. [45]
designed such a portal, named FLOSScoach, to address a
number of technical, social, or process barriers. Researchers
also tried gamification, to orient and motivate newcomers
[46], [47]. Regarding the contribution tasks, BugExchange
could provide newcomers tasks, improve newcomers’ learn-
ing experience, reduce dropouts, and foster community
building, so that newcomers could familiarize themselves
with both technical and social aspects of OSS projects [48]. If
newcomers already get familiar with projects, they could
choose the bug-fixing tasks based on their interests as the start
point [49].

2.3 Analyzing OSS Newcomers’ Activities

Investigating developers’ activities could yield rich SE
insights, including those related to newcomers. Meanwhile,
the popularity of collaborative software development plat-
forms such as GITHUB makes developers’ activities in OSS
projects readily accessible. Researchers have used tradi-
tional and open data sources to study newcomers’ activities.
We briefly summarize some representative work.

2.3.1 Selecting Projects

For any OSS contributors, their first activity would be select-
ing a project to join. Project selection activities are decision-
making processes involving many factors, to name a few,
contributors’ own motivations [23], [24], project characteris-
tics [25], [26], and social/technical signals [27]. Some factors’
impacts may reach later phases far beyond the onboarding.
Prior experience and social connection could also influence a
contributor’s productivity [23], and motivation would also
influence a contributor’s long-term career [41], [50]. Anyway,
getting off to a good start is half of success.

2.3.2 Social Activities

Social activities, such as communication and social interac-
tion, are prevalent throughout a contributor’s tenure. For a

Fig. 1. Key phases and milestones in an OSS developer’s career in a
project.
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newcomer joining the project, they would perform a set of
social activities, e.g., communicating through the mailing
list and expressing the interests. They are summarized into
“joining script” [51], and researchers found that the social
activities during the onboarding process could be slightly
different due to the diverse characteristics of newcomers,
for example, student vs. non-student [52]. It is not surpris-
ing that social interactions could help newcomers get famil-
iar with their projects and facilitate newcomers’ evaluation
of the fit between themselves and projects [8]. Since many of
such social interactions are transparent to project members,
these social activities could signal rich information about
contributors, projects, and communities [53]. Thus, helping
newcomers understand the consequences of their social
activities may need further attention.

2.3.3 Technical Activities

Technical activities are major activities in OSS projects. Stein-
macher et al. [54] analyzed newcomer’s first contribution to
the project and found that the initial contribution is not nec-
essarily a code contribution. Newcomers may start from
tasks such as translation, reporting bugs, documentation,
and so on. Regarding the code contribution, Gousios et al.
studied the developers’ activities in the pull request based
contribution solicitation model [55]. They concluded that
such a model is often not newcomer-friendly. Contributors’
social and technical activities are often mixed with and
mutually impact each other. Sarker et al. revealed that differ-
ent activities could influence each other and affect contrib-
utors’ performance [56]. Calefato et al. found the activities
tend to be more organized, more dutiful, and more coopera-
tive, along with the involvement [57]. Role migration, social
learning, and pursuing self-interest could be themain factors
causing such changes in activities [58], [59], [60].

2.4 Early Career

The importance of the early career in determining both the
short-term and long-term career outcome has been consis-
tently confirmed by numerous studies in many occupations,
mostly in the areas of management and vocational behavior.
It is fair to conclude that individuals’ career paths are
shaped by both their behaviors and many other personal
and environmental (e.g., interpersonal, institutional, cul-
tural, etc.) factors during their early careers, which outcome
to a significant degree [11] in many professions, to name a
few, university faculty members, school teachers, business
professionals, engineers. For instance, in a study with 193
newly-admitted doctoral students, Bauer & Green found
that the involvement in socialization in the early phase (9
months) of their doctoral career would be strongly associ-
ated with their success in terms of academic productivity
[61]. In another study of 247 employees in their first six
months after joining a company in France, researchers
found that their proactive behaviors in early career, i.e.,
information seeking and socialization, positively influenced
the success in terms of integration and job satisfaction, mod-
erated by their tendencies on servant leadership [62].

While the early careermight be a relatively short period in
one’s entire career, it still cannot be viewed as a static snap-
shot. There might be quite diverse behavioral dynamics over

the course of a specific period over the course of one’s career
in organizational settings [63], [64], [65]. Such dynamics are
often valuable in understanding and predicting many phe-
nomena [66]. Think about a frequently occurring scenario in
open source development: a developermight contribute a lot
in the first several days but then leave the project suddenly.
In this scenario, if we only look at the number of files that
developers contribute in total, we may not be able to recog-
nize the potential problem in the project’s sustainability
caused by that developers’ abrupt turnover. The above sce-
nario grounds the necessity of taking dynamic, time-depen-
dent perspectives in investigating one’s early career. As
Shipp & Cole [67] pointed out in their literature review:
“time is an integral part of the human experience, particu-
larly at work” and thus, the adoption of a temporal lens is
essential for the advancement of organizational and voca-
tional behaviors [68], including studying open source devel-
opers’ early careers.

2.5 Our Contributions

The above literature review shows that most extant work on
OSS newcomers has focused on the newcomers’ onboarding
process ended at the success of the first technical contribu-
tion [6], [54]. However, successful onboarding does not
equal a successful career. The next phase, i.e., a newcomer’s
early career (see Fig. 1), could also be critical but less investi-
gated. The primary purpose of our work is to fill this by
shifting the focus to newcomers’ early careers (a fewmonths
after the first commit). In addition, a newcomer’s early
career is a dynamic process. Thus, it has to be studied from
a dynamic perspective with fine-grained activity data. Our
research design, which is going to be introduced in the next
section, serves this purpose precisely. Besides technical con-
tribution, we also explored other types of contribution, i.e.,
documentation contribution, to gain more understanding of
newcomers’ early careers.

3 RESEARCH METHODS

3.1 Sampled Projects

We first needed to draw a sample of projects for the study.
We selected projects under three popular OSS ecosystems,
Apache, OpenStack, and Python Data Science. Apache is a
collection of various open source projects used as web serv-
ers, cloud platforms, and data management, following the
same project governing practices. OpenStack is an open-
source cloud computing platform developed with Python.
Python Data Science ecosystem contains many tools and
libraries to help data scientists work efficiently in machine
learning and analytic tasks. These three ecosystems represent
awide range of tech stacks. For example,many programming
languages are used in these ecosystems, including Java,
Python, C/C++, Scala, etc. They crosscut multiple domains,
including internet infrastructures, cloud computing, scien-
tific computing, data science, and machine learning, which
brings a diverse population of developers. Then all of them
have over three thousands projects usingGITHUB as themajor
platform for repository hosting and project collaboration,
thus making it possible to collect data under the same onto-
logical schema of defining “contributions” of a developer.
Moreover, many projects in these three ecosystems are large
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in size andhave a long development lifecycle. Such character-
istics enable us to study the dynamic of newcomers’ early
careers in a longitudinal fashion while keeping the reliability
of the data analyses. Based on the above considerations, we
chose these three ecosystems and selected 20 projects from
Apache, 20 projects from OpenStack, and 14 projects from
Python Data Science. These projects were selected based on
the popularity (number of stars), as they could attract more
developers. Note that we selected fewer projects from Python
Data Science ecosystem. Such a decision was not randomly
made. The rationale is that the other projectswere not compa-
rable with the selected ones, no matter the popularity (the
number of stars) or community size (the number of contribu-
tors). Thus, we only chose 14 projects, making the total sam-
ple contain 54 OSS projects. On average, each selected project
has been established for 7 years, with 7,778 stars, has 616 con-
tributors, 13,871 commits, and 2,843 files in repository.

3.2 Data Collection and Preparation

Once selected the sampled projects, the next step was col-
lecting and preparing data for the analysis. Fig. 2 provides
an overview of the data collection and preparation process.

3.2.1 Extracting Commit Data

We first collected all developers’ commit data from the sam-
pled projects’ repositories. These commit data would be
used to derive their contribution behaviors. We used PyDril-
ler [69] to extract the details of code commits, including
authors, timestamp, SHA, list of source code files in the com-
mit, and the modification type defined by PyDriller. PyDril-
ler defines six types of modifications at the source code file
level, including ADD, COPY, RENAME, DELETE, MODIFY,
and UNKNOWN. It is relatively straightforward to under-
standwhat they stand for. Note thatMODIFY refers to a type
of composite modification, which means adding and delet-
ing some code in the same source code file.

Since we were interested in developer’s code contribu-
tions, the data extraction focused on the commits containing
source code files, determined by their filename extensions,
i.e., .java, .py, .cpp, .c, .h, and .cc. Regarding other
files in repositories, such as.xml and.yaml, they aremainly

configuration files that are not frequently touched by devel-
opers, thus, these files were not included in our dataset. In
this paper, commits without any source code files were
discarded.

3.2.2 Resolving Name Entity

Developers may use multiple names when submitting com-
mits, for example, full name, email, or login name. To faith-
fully extract a developer’s complete contribution behavior
traces in a project, these different names must be resolved
first. For each developer, we used GITHUB API to retrieve
the full name, login name, and email, if available. Then we
used the login name as the identifier to resolve these name
entities in the collected data. When the login name was
unavailable, the full name was treated as the identifier.
Thus, we could compile an individual developer’s full con-
tribution history during his or her early career in a project.

Besides, some projects might use bots to automate devel-
opment processes [70]. We excluded these bot accounts
through a two-step procedure. We first searched the
accounts containing words “build,” “exporter,” or “bot,” in
their login names, full names, or emails [56], then manually
checked them and removed the bot accounts according to
their GITHUB profile descriptions. Furthermore, we manually
checked the remaining 1,326 developers in our dataset and
did not find other existing bots.

3.2.3 Data Modeling

Since we focus on dynamic contribution patterns, it is
straightforward to model newcomers’ early career contribu-
tion activities as time series, using collected data. Aswemen-
tioned above, there are six activities based on modification
types of the source code files. In this paper, we focus on the
behavior of MODIFY. Because it is the central behavior
among the six behaviors, as shown in Fig. 3, over 80% source
code contributions are MODIFY, which could reflect most of
a developer’s technical contributions. Besides, other types of
activities cannot help us better understand a newcomer’s
contribution. For example, DELETE means deleting some
lines of code or some source code files, which newcomers are
only allowed to do that under certain circumstances, also

Fig. 2. Overview of the data collection and preparation process.
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due to the limited number of this type of contribution, it is
impossible to model time series of DELETE with detailed
contribution activities. Moreover, UNKNOWN is the activi-
ties that cannot be categorized into other types, which could
not provide clear information about newcomers. Therefore,
MODIFY behavior could be more related to newcomers,
comparingwith other behaviors.1

According to a developer’s common pathway described
in Section II-A, anyone who newly joins the project and suc-
cessfully submits the first commit would be considered as a
newcomer in one’s early career, and they are identified at
the project level in this paper. Then we operationalized the
term “early career” as the first 180 days (� six months) since
a newcomer submitted their first code commit and got
accepted. According to the survival analysis reported in [8],
developers often stop contributing to a project after a while
(fail to survive), usually several months. Besides, Zhou and
Mocus revealed that it often takes 2-6 months for new-
comers to become productive and achieve fluency in the
projects [29]. Therefore, we set the 180 days limit to allow
their contribution patterns to become stable.

Newcomers’ MODIFY behavior was measured at the
source code file level, because git is designed as a file-based
version control system, and commits are tracked at the file
level [71], which is the data we extracted from repositories.
We modeled each day’s count of MODIFY behavior as a
data point, creating a 180 data points time series for each
newcomer in each project. An individual’s time series
enabled us to characterize a newcomer’s dynamic contribu-
tion patterns from a longitudinal perspective. For each new-
comer of each project, the time series was in the the
following form:

< 1; x1 > ; < 2; x2 > ; . . .; < i; xi > ; . . .; < 180; x180 >

(1)

where i indexes days since the first commit, and xi is the
total number of source code files newcomer modified on
day i.

Literature has shown that many OSS developers only
make a handful of contributions in their entire tenure [72].
Our data confirmed such observations, as shown in Fig. 4,
the majority of newcomers only had a limited amount of
contribution throughout their early careers. Based on our
observation on the dataset, most of contributors only had
contribution in the first few weeks, then left the projects,
which could be considered as causal contributors who were
occasionally involved in the development. Therefore, if we
included all contributors, most of the time series in the sam-
ple would be dominated by “0 s,” which introduces too
much noise to extract any meaningful features from them,
and ultimately threats the validity of the results. Hence, we
filtered out the developers who made less than 60 MODIFY
in their first 180 days, based on several empirical observa-
tions and practical considerations mentioned above. The fil-
tering resulted in 8.14% developers from sampled projects.
In total, our sample had 1,326 time series. By setting such a
threshold for total contributions, we also guaranteed that
the included individuals had a certain level of motivation to
succeed in their projects rather than contribute in an ad hoc
manner, as their contributions are much higher than the
casual contributors, i.e., they average touch at least 10
source code files every month during their early career.

3.2.4 Extracting and Selecting Time Series Features

For each time series in our sample, we used tsfresh [73], a
Python library, to extract a set of time series features. tsfresh
calculates a large number of time series features in many
types (756 in total). However, not all these features are use-
ful; for example, some of them capture high-order charac-
teristics of time series, thus were hard to understand and
link to human behaviors. Therefore, we further removed
features based on three criteria. The first criterion is that an
included feature must be human-interpretable. High-order
features beyond the time domain were removed. For exam-
ple, cwt_coefficients, which calculates a continuous wavelet
transform for the Ricker wavelet, could not be interpreted at
the behavioral level, hence should be removed. The second
criterion is that an included feature must have some varian-
ces. We hence removed features whose values are almost
identical across data cases. The third criterion is that an
included feature should not be significantly correlated with
an already-included one. E.g., range_count(1, -1) is signifi-
cantly correlated with count_below(0). Because we have
included the latter, range_count(1, -1) has to be excluded to

Fig. 3. The percentage of six modification types in our dataset.

Fig. 4. The distribution of newcomers’ total contribution in their early
career.

1. In the supplementary material, we also compiled two datasets for
ADD and DELETE, but this yielded little valid insight.
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avoid multicollinearity in later analysis. Finally, we have a
set of 24 features. Table 1 introduces themwith short descrip-
tions and intuitive interpretations in our context, and we
grouped them into four categories, i.e., dynamic fluctuations,
complexity, contribution frequency, and amount of contribu-
tion, based on the characteristics of time series they reflected.

Note that the above features are not very intuitive. To
help readers better understand them, we use examples in
Fig. 5 to visually explain how these abstract features reflect
the time series’ characteristics. We use examples 1 (top) and
2 (bottom) to refer to them. At first glance, example 1’s time
series shows some regular patterns and is quite stable over
the entire period; but, example 2’s time series is much more
irregular. Obviously, they should have quite different val-
ues on the 24 selected features, which are supposed to char-
acterize the corresponding time series. Table 2 presents the
values of these features for the two examples. Now, let us
combine them with the two time series plotted in Fig. 5 to
have a close look at how these abstract features describe the
corresponding time series.

To keep the paper concise, we are going to focus on three
features (agg_linear_trend(max, 5, slope), count_below(0),
and sample entropy) instead of looking all 24 selected fea-
tures. First, agg_linear_trend(max, 5, slope) reflects the gen-
eral linear trend of the time series. If the maximum value in

the consecutive 5 days decreases over the entire period, the
value of this feature would be negative, and vice versa. In
example 1, the max value of 5 days is always 10. Thus, exam-
ple 1’s agg_linear_trend(max, 5, slope) is “0.” In example 2,

TABLE 1
Selected Time Series Features. Some Intuitive Interpretations of Them in Our Context are Provided in Braces ()

Features Description

Dynamic Fluctuations
ð1Þ agg_linear_trend(max, 5, slope) Linear trend estimated using linear regressions with the aggregated (max) over 5

days (positive! increasing trend, negative! decreasing trends).
ð2Þ agg_linear_trend(max, 10, slope) Linear trend estimated using linear regressions with the aggregated (max) over 10

days (positive! increasing trend, negative! decreasing trends).
ð3Þ � ð5Þ c3[(1), (2), (3)]y Metrics of time series’ non-linear trends with lag as 1, 2, 3, respectively (Higher!

more non-linear).
ð6Þ energy_ratio_by_chunks(10, 0) The ratio of the sum of squares of the first 1/10 of the whole series (higher!more

contributions in the initial days).
ð7Þ first location of maximum The first relative location of themax (higher!max appears later in time series).
ð8Þ mean change The mean of the differences between adjacent datapoints (higher! less

consistentz).
ð9Þ ratio value number to time series length The ratio of unique values to the length of the time series (higher! less consistentz).
ð10Þ symmetry_looking(0.05) If the distribution of x looks symmetricwith parameter as 0.05 (higher! less dynamic).
ð11Þ � ð13Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic[(1), (2), (3)]y Metrics of the time-reversal asymmetry with lag as 1, 2, 3, respectively, (higher!

less dynamic).

Complexity
ð14Þ approximate_entropy(2, 0.1) Approximate entropy measuring time series’ complexity (higher!more complex).
ð15Þ cid_ce(False) The complexity without normalization (higher!more complex).
ð16Þ sample entropyy Sample entropy assessing the complexity of time series (higher!more complex).

Contribution Frequency
ð17Þ count_below(0) The percentage of values that are � 0 (higher!more days without contribution).
ð18Þ longest strike above mean The length of the longest subsequence > mean (higher!more consecutive days

with contribution).
ð19Þ longest strike below mean The length of the longest subsequence� mean (higher!more consecutive days

without contribution).
ð20Þ variance The variance of time series (higher! less consistentz).

Amount of Contribution
ð21Þ large_standard_deviation(0.2) If the standard deviation of time series is higher than 0.2 �ðmax�minÞ (higher!

less consistentz).
ð22Þ percentage of reoccurring datapoints The percentage of the data points occurring more than once (higher!more

consistentz).
ð23Þ quantile(0.9) The value greater than 90% of the ordered values from time series (higher! less

consistentz).
ð24Þ sum of reoccurring data points The sum of all data points that occur more than once (higher!more consistentz).
1y denotes the family of three features with different lags; z “consistent” refers to “consistent daily contributions.”

Fig. 5. Two examples of time series. Note that they are not from our
empirical data, instead, we artificially created them to exemplify the dif-
ferences in time series features between regular and irregular time
series.
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while there are some increases in the early period, the
overall trend of maximum values in the consecutive 5
days exhibit some decreases. Thus this feature has a nega-
tive value (-1.11). Second, regarding count_below(0),
which counts the percentage of values that are less than or
equal to 0, example 1 has a much smaller value than exam-
ple 2 does (0.27 vs. 0.68). It fits what we can easily learn
from the two time series. Lastly, although there are more
“0”s in example 2, it looks more complex than example
1 in its visual form. The values of the feature sample
entropy (0.44 vs. 0.55), which captures the complexity of
the time series, do confirm this.

In the context of a newcomer’s early career, the two exam-
ples form sharp visual contrasts in different contribution pat-
terns. We may view the first example represents a developer
who regularly contributes in a stable fashion, while the sec-
ond represents a developer who makes contributions in a
less consistent and persistent manner. To sum up, these fea-
tures capture multiple detailed dynamic characteristics of a
newcomer’s contribution patterns from multiple perspec-
tives. Thus, using them to describe, summarize, and analyze
individual newcomers’ contribution patterns is proper since
this study aims to identify the correlations between OSS
newcomers’ dynamic contribution patterns and technical
success in early career.

3.2.5 Calculating Developers’ Centrality

A newcomer’s technical success was measured by his or her
“eigenvector centrality” at the source code file level. In social
network analysis, eigenvector is a robust metric that could

deal with various network structures, such as disconnected
networks. Then eigenvector centrality represents an indi-
vidual’s influence on a network [74], in our case, it repre-
sents a developer’s influence on the network of source
code files, which is the technical influence in project; and
has been widely adopted in multi-disciplines. From an
organizational behavioral perspective, members’ influence
in a community signifies their success, which is also held
in open source development [75], [76], [77]. Furthermore,
eigenvector centrality could avoid non-technical factors’
impact, such as the impact of commercial sponsors, or
one’s ability in socialization with other contributors. Com-
paring with other metrics, it tends to be more appropriate
in our analysis. For example, closeness would maximize
the impact of certain nodes in the network, degree central-
ity is limited to reflect the impact on the whole network,
and PageRank is a variant of eigenvector centrality in cer-
tain scenarios. Based on these considerations, we chose
eigenvector centrality to measure the technical success.
Newcomers with a high eigenvector centrality indicate
that they have been likely to touch the core part of the proj-
ect and technically influential. It usually evidences their
expertise, skills, and importance to the project. Therefore,
a higher centrality means a higher possibility of becoming
core developers and achieving technical success in an OSS
project [17], [78].

We applied the two-step method developed in Jergensen
et al. [17] to calculate each newcomer’s eigenvector central-
ity. The first step used each project’s commit data to build a
network of source code files based on the concept of logical
commits [79]. This network provided us each source code
file’s eigenvector centrality [80]. In the second step, we first
calculated the centrality of a newcomer’s every commit by
averaging all files’ eigenvector centrality in the commit.
Then, one’s overall eigenvector centrality was computed as
the sum of the eigenvector centrality of all commits. Since
we did not deal with any other types of centrality, we would
simply use “centrality” instead of “eigenvector centrality”
in the rest of the article.

3.2.6 Identifying Genders

We had two control variables in the statistical analysis, one
of them is gender, thus we need to identify developers’ gen-
ders (male vs. female). It is challenging to infer the gender
automatically and the results are not accurate enough [81].
Thus, we manually identified the gender in this paper. A
developer’s gender was manually inferred based on their
profile information on GITHUB and external sources, particu-
larly social media sites. Some developers would provide
cues of their gender identities on GITHUB profiles, i.e., profile
photos of their real faces, or pronouns. For those who did
not make their gender identities explicit, we used the exter-
nal sources, such as LINKEDIN, personalwebsites, to infer their
genders. Two researchers independently identified sampled
developers’ gender identities. The inter-rater reliability [82]
was 0.92 (Cohen’s kappa), indicating excellent agreements.
They jointly resolved the disagreements and removed the
individuals (69) whose gender could not be determined as
either female or male. Finally, we reached a sample contain-
ing data from 62 females and 1195males.

TABLE 2
Selected Time Series Features of the Examples Show in Fig. 5

Features Example 1 Example 2

Dynamic Fluctuations
ð1Þ agg_linear_trend(max, 5, slope) 0.00 -1.11
ð2Þ agg_linear_trend(max, 10, slope) 0.00 -2.54
ð3Þ c3(1) 448.28 67.24
ð4Þ c3(2) 142.86 11.79
ð5Þ c3(3) 296.30 42.78
ð6Þ energy_ratio_by_chunks(10, 0) 0.11 0.55
ð7Þ first location of maximum 0.00 0.03
ð8Þ mean change 0.00 -0.17
ð9Þ ratio value number to time series length 0.03 0.22
ð10Þ symmetry_looking(0.05) 0.00 0.00
ð11Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(1) 0.00 -24.55
ð12Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(2) 0.00 -55.89
ð13Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(3) -18.52 -32.69

Complexity
ð14Þ approximate_entropy(2, 0.1) 0.33 0.57
ð15Þ cid_ce(False) 40.00 30.72
ð16Þ sample entropyy 0.44 0.55

Contribution Frequency
ð17Þ count_below(0) 0.27 0.68
ð18Þ longest strike above mean 5.00 4.00
ð19Þ longest strike below mean 2.00 17.00
ð20Þ variance 19.56 14.07

Amount of Contribution
ð21Þ large_standard_deviation(0.2) 1.00 1.00
ð22Þ percentage of reoccurring datapoints 1.00 0.54
ð23Þ quantile(0.9) 10.00 9.1
ð24Þ sum of reoccurring data points 440 71
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4 DATA ANALYSIS STRATEGIES

We are going to introduce how we analyze the data in this
section. In general, we use Hierarchical Linear Modeling
(HLM) to answer RQ1 and RQ2. All statistical analyses
were performed using R version 3:6:1. The data was made
available at: bit.ly/3mMNCDN.

4.1 Analysis for RQ1

RQ1 is about establishing correlations between time series
features and centrality. It is straightforward to employ regres-
sion techniques to fulfill the task. However, note that our data
was nested in nature, i.e., a project often contained multiple
newcomers, which violates the independence of observations
assumption. Thus, the correlations to be establishedmight be
potentially impacted by the nesting between a project and its
newcomers. Such a nesting must be accounted for in the
model to avoid misrepresenting the effects [83]. Hierarchical
Linear Modeling (HLM) enabled us to deal with multiple-
level regression modeling. Hence, we built an HLM model
with all 1257 data cases in our sample to fulfill this task.
According to literature, gender could be a variable related to
developer’s contribution [37], [84], and different ecosystems
might also have influence [20], thus, we also included these
two variables as control variables, to better understand new-
comers’ contribution patterns. In total, the HLM model had
27 variables: 24 aforementioned time series features as inde-
pendent variables, and two control variables, i.e., a binary
variable for gender (0: female, 1: male), and a categorical vari-
able represent the three ecosystems (coded as two binary var-
iables in the model). The dependent variable is the level of
technical success a newcomer achieved in their early career,
measured by the aggregated centrality over 180 days (see
Section III-B5). A project’s impacts were modeled as random
effects. We followed standard procedures to build the regres-
sion model and performed the standard model diagnosis. To
measure the model’s explanation power, we adopted the
pseudo conditional andmarginalR2s proposed in Xu [85].

4.2 Analysis for RQ2

Similarly, we used HLM in analyses for RQ2. We built three
HLM models for the three ecosystems, respectively, using
the subsample corresponding to them. There were 513 data
cases in the Apache subsample, 369 in the OpenStack sub-
sample, and 375 in the Python Data Science subsample. The
models’ independent variables are the same set of 24 time
series features used for RQ1, and a binary variable for gen-
der as a control variable. The dependent variable is central-
ity. As we did before, random effects were used to model
projects’ impacts. Doing so enabled us to compare the
effects of independent variables across ecosystems.

5 RESULTS AND FINDINGS

This section reports the results and findings, and answers
RQ1 and RQ2. We first present the descriptive statistics and
then organize the results according to the two RQs. While
presenting and interpreting the results of RQ1 and RQ2, we
may occasionally give some propositions implying possible
but not definitive causalities, which is a common practice in
data-driven research related to human and social factors.

However, please bear in mind that all regression models
establish correlations only, rather than causalities.

5.1 Descriptive Statistics

Table 3 summarizes the basic descriptive statistics of time
series features. For example, we can find that newcomers’
contributions decreased on average because the first two
features representing linear trends have negative values.
Due to the restriction of space, we do not explain them one
by one. However, we may refer back to them in discussing
and interpreting the regression results later.

5.2 RQ1: Dynamic Patterns Vs. Technical Success

Model 1 in Table 4 summarizes the results of the HLM built
on the data of the whole sample (all three ecosystems). In
general, Model 1 has a 0.610 conditional R-squared and
0.445 marginal R-squared, thus could explain a substantial
amount of variances of the dependent variable (centrality).
Table 4 also marks significant independent variables in
regression models. In this section, we will discuss these sig-
nificant features based on their categories. For reader conve-
nience considerations, we provide the row index of each
feature in Table 4 along with its name when referring to it.

5.2.1 Dynamic Fluctuations

The first category is features related to time series’ dynamic
fluctuations at different temporal scales. In this category, there
are 6 significant features in the HLMmodel. They are: agg_li-
near_trend(max, 5, slope) (Row 1), agg_linear_trend(max, 10,
slope) (Row 2), c3(3) (Row 5), energy_ratio_by_chunks(10, 0)

TABLE 3
Descriptive Statistics of Time Series Features

Features Mean SD

Dynamic Fluctuations
ð1Þ agg_linear_trend(max, 5, slope) -0.14 0.55
ð2Þ agg_linear_trend(max, 10, slope) -0.51 2.01
ð3Þ c3(1) 143.13 2,114.34
ð4Þ c3(2) 41.65 510.33
ð5Þ c3(3) 21.68 222.44
ð6Þ energy_ratio_by_chunks(10, 0) 0.25 0.34
ð7Þ first location of maximum 0.38 0.31
ð8Þ mean change -0.11 0.43
ð9Þ ratio value number to time series length 0.06 0.03
ð10Þ symmetry_looking(0.05) 0.84 0.37
ð11Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(1) -2,048.87 128,673.40
ð12Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(2) -1,879.51 46,823.27
ð13Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(3) -392.02 10,248.40

Complexity
ð14Þ approximate_entropy(2, 0.1) 0.36 0.21
ð15Þ cid_ce(False) 102.45 161.96
ð16Þ sample entropyy 0.26 0.21

Contribution Frequency
ð17Þ count_below(0) 0.87 0.10
ð18Þ longest strike above mean 3.06 1.90
ð19Þ longest strike below mean 67.45 43.58
ð20Þ variance 129.74 758.28

Amount of Contribution
ð21Þ large_standard_deviation(0.2) 0.02 0.13
ð22Þ percentage of reoccurring datapoints 0.49 0.18
ð23Þ quantile(0.9) 1.85 3.48
ð24Þ sum of reoccurring data points 72.92 111.26
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(Row 6), mean change (Row 8), and time_reversal_asymme-
try_statistic with parameters 1 and 3 (Row 11& 13).

Let us focus on the linear trend first. The features agg_li-
near_trend(max, 5, slope) and agg_linear_trend(max, 10,
slope) are related to the linear trend of time series. First of
all, most of their values in our data cases are negative (see
Table 3), indicating the max in each chunk (5 or 10) is
decreasing. Now, let us have a look at their coefficient. The
first’s coefficient is positive (Row 1). It basically means that:
the smaller the decrease (in a relatively short period, 5 days)
trend, the larger the centrality. Meanwhile, the second’s
coefficient is negative (Row 2), indicating some opposite
effect (in a relatively long period, 10 days). Nevertheless,
such an opposite effect could not offset the short-term
decrease’s negative effect, as the time series is decreasing in
its global trend. Besides, the energy_ratio_by_chunks(10, 0)’
s and mean change’s coefficients are negative (Row 6 & 8),
which also confirms that the decreases in contributions
were negatively correlated with a newcomer’s centrality.

Thus, regarding the linear trend, we could conclude that
short-term, drastic decreases on a newcomer’s contributions
in early career could be negatively associated with their cen-
trality in general.

Regarding the non-linear trend, c3(3)’s negative coefficient
(Row 5) clearly indicates that large, non-linear fluctuations
had a negative correlation with a newcomer’s centrality.
Meanwhile, the coefficients of another two metrics of non-lin-
earity, time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(1) and time_reversal_a-
symmetry_statistic(3) are positive but very small (� 0) in the
regressionmodel (Row11& 13),which also confirm the above
negative correlation.

5.2.2 Complexity

The second category is about time series’ complexities. The
significant features in this category include approximate_en-
tropy(2, 0.1) (Row 14), cid_ce(False) (Row 15), and sample
entropy (Row 16). The features approximate_entropy(2, 0.1)

TABLE 4
Regression Model for RQ1 (Whole Sample) and RQ2 (Subsamples)

Subsamples

Whole Sample Apache OpenStack Python Data Science

Model 1-Centrality Model 2-Centrality Model 3-Centrality Model 4-Centrality

Dynamic Fluctuations
ð1Þ agg_linear_trend(max, 5, slope) 4.471� � � 1.762� -5.365 4.817
ð2Þ agg_linear_trend(max, 10, slope) -1.315� � � -0.516� 0.889 -1.292
ð3Þ c3(1) 0.000 0.000 -0.014� -0.000
ð4Þ c3(2) -0.000 -0.000 -0.008 -0.004
ð5Þ c3(3) -0.003� � � -0.001� 0.040 -0.003
ð6Þ energy_ratio_by_chunks(10, 0) -0.972� 0.141 -0.228 -1.847
ð7Þ first location of maximum -0.449 -0.271 0.587 -0.392
ð8Þ mean change -1.908� � � -0.099 1.416 -1.611
ð9Þ ratio value number to time series length 17.790 2.258 36.110� 28.980
ð10Þ symmetry_looking(0.05) 0.499 1.664� � � 0.278 1.151
ð11Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(1) 0.000� 0.000 -0.001 0.000
ð12Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(2) -0.000 -0.000 -0.002 0.000
ð13Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(3) 0.000� � � 0.000 0.001 -0.004�
Complexity
ð14Þ approximate_entropy(2, 0.1) -8.109� � � -8.308� � � -6.370� -10.170��
ð15Þ cid_ce(False) -0.006� � � -0.001 -0.008 -0.030� � �
ð16Þ sample entropyy -6.974�� 5.466�� -15.470� -8.558

Contribution Frequency
ð17Þ count_below(0) -39.680� � � -9.217� -66.690� � � -46.230� � �
ð18Þ longest strike above mean -0.002 -0.275�� -0.052 -0.059
ð19Þ longest strike below mean -0.010� -0.011�� 0.006 -0.006
ð20Þ variance 0.001� 0.000 0.002 0.017� � �
Contribution Amount
ð21Þ large_standard_deviation(0.2) -5.873� � � -6.174� � � -0.673 -4.767��
ð22Þ percentage of reoccurring datapoints -1.002 -2.272�� 0.729 -1.051
ð23Þ quantile(0.9) -0.422� � � -0.178 0.486 � -0.565�
ð24Þ sum of reoccurring data points 0.030� � � 0.028� � � 0.005 0.035� � �
Binary Variables
ð25Þ gender 0.272 0.354 0.055 0.431
ð26Þ ecosystem_d1 2.950�� -.- -.- -.-
ð27Þ ecosystem_d2 -0.320 -.- -.- -.-

No. of Obs. 1,257 513 369 375
Conditional R2 0.610 0.759 0.641 0.673
Marginal R2 0.445 0.655 0.545 0.407

1* p < 0:05, ** p < 0:01, *** p < 0:001.
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and sample entropy have coefficients that are both negative.
Thus, the less complex a newcomer’s time series is, the
higher their centrality is. Besides, cid_ce(False) measures
complexity by counting peaks and valleys in a time series.
Therefore, its negative coefficient meansmore peaks and val-
leys in a newcomer’s time series would negatively correlate
to the centrality (Row 15), consistent with the entropy fea-
ture. Therefore, we can conclude that the complexities of
newcomer’s contribution patterns could be negatively asso-
ciated with their centrality. Being consistent in making con-
tributions would inevitably reduce complexity. Thus, these
results emphasize the importance of keeping consistent
contributions again.

5.2.3 Contribution Frequency

The third category is about newcomer’s contribution fre-
quency. The significant features include count_below(0)
(Row 17), longest strike below mean (Row 19), and variance
(Row 20).

Given that most individuals in our sample had less than
one contribution per day on average (see Section III-B3),
count_below(0) and longest strike below mean reflect two
aspects about dayswithout contribution. The former describes
the overall count of days without contribution; the latter often
counts the longest strike of days without contribution. Their
negative coefficients (Row 17 & 19) show that no contribution
days, particularly consecutive no contribution days, would
negatively correlatewith one’s centrality.Meanwhile, the pos-
itive coefficient of variance indicates similar correlations (Row
20). Higher contribution frequency could produce more non-
zero data points in time series, resulting in higher variance,
which in turn positively correlated to the centrality. To sum
up, being persistent (contributing frequently) is positively cor-
relatedwith one’s centrality.

5.2.4 Amount of Contributions

The fourth category is about the amount of contributions,
which is the value of datapoints in time series. The signifi-
cant features are quantile(0.9), large_standard_deviation
(0.2), and sum of reoccurring datapoints.

First, let us have a look at quantile(0.9) (Row 23), which
captures the value greater than 90% ordered values in a new-
comer’s time series data. High quantile(0.9) means a new-
comer made an extremely large amount of contributions in
some days, which signifies some inconsistencies in their time
series. Its negative coefficient reconfirms the positive correla-
tions between consistent contribution patterns and the cen-
trality. Second, sum of reoccurring datapoints is positively
correlated to centrality (Row 24).When the number of a new-
comer’s contributions in a day is the same as that in other
days in the time series, sum of reoccurring datapoints
increases. Thus, the consistent amount of daily contributions
could be positively correlated with the centrality. The last
feature, largest_standard_deviation(0.2) (Row 21), basically
conveys the samemessage.

5.2.5 Answers to RQ1

Based on the above discussion, we can answer the RQ1 as
follows:

Our analysis confirms the existence of the correlations
between newcomers’ contribution patterns and their cen-
trality. Specifically, the centrality is positively correlated
with frequent, and consistent daily amounts of contribu-
tions; and negatively correlated with short-term, drastic
decreases in contributions, the complexity of time series,
and long strikes without contributions. In general, being
consistent and persistent is positively associatedwith new-
comers’ technical successmeasured by their centrality.

5.3 RQ2: Patterns Across Ecosystems

InModel 1, the control variable representing ecosystemswas
significant (ecosystem_d1), showing that the correlations
between contribution patterns may be contingent on ecosys-
tems. We split the whole sample into three subsamples
according to the ecosystem a project belongs to. With each
subsample, we built an HLM model to analyze the associa-
tions between newcomer’s contribution patterns and central-
ity, and then compared the three models (Model 2–4 in
Tables. 4). All models recorded higher conditional R-squared
values (0.610, 0.641, and 0.673) than the whole sample model
(Model 1), which means the ecosystem-specific model might
describe the correlations better. We summarized common
patterns and ecosystem-specific ones as follows.

5.3.1 Common Patterns

There are some common patterns shared by regression mod-
els based on thewhole sample and the three subsamples. The
coefficients of count_below(0) are negative in all regressions
(Row 17), and the feature itself is also significant in all mod-
els, showing that continuous contributions are positively
associated with the centrality, no matter in which ecosystem.
Besides, complexity-related features, such as approxima-
te_entropy(2, 0.1), are significant in multiple models, and
have negative coefficients (Row 14). Thus, less complex con-
tribution dynamics are also positively associated with the
centrality. Since consistent contribution patterns are appar-
ently less complex, such results indeed reconfirm the impor-
tance of consistency in early career contributions.

5.3.2 Ecosystem-Specific Patterns

Now let us have a look at ecosystem-specific patterns. In
Model 2 (Apache), the correlations between linear trends
and the centrality are significant, and keep accordance with
those in Model 1 (see the coefficients of the first two fea-
tures). Besides, longest strike below mean has a negative
coefficient (Row 19). Both suggest that drastic short-term
decreases and noncontinuous contribution patterns are neg-
atively correlated with the centrality. However, we did not
observe the significance of such patterns in Model 3 (Open-
Stack) and Model 4 (Python Data Science). Meanwhile, in
Model 2 & 4, newcomer’s centrality could be positively cor-
related to consistent daily contributions (large_standard_-
deviation(0.2), and sum of reoccurring data points) (Row 21
& 24), however it is not significant in Model 3. In Model 2,
the features approximate_entropy(2, 0.1) (Row 14) and sam-
ple entropy (Row 16) have conflicts.
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In Model 3, we observed a negative correlation between
non-linear trend and the centrality (c3(1)) (Row 3), while
this correlation is not significant in the other two models.
Another interesting observation is that ratio value number to
time series length is significant only in Model 3, suggesting
an inconsistent contribution pattern, and we were unable to
explain the contradiction. InModel 4, cid_ce(False) (Row 15)
has negative coefficient, indicating potential negative corre-
lations between complexities and the centrality.

5.3.3 Answers to RQ2

Based on the above discussion, we can answer the RQ2 as
follows:

No matter which ecosystem a project belongs to, its new-
comers’ consistent and continuous contribution patterns
are generally positively associated with the centrality.
However, there are also differences regarding the contri-
bution patterns that are correlated with the centrality
across ecosystems.

5.4 Interpreting the Results by Real-World
Examples

Based on the results and findings above, we use several
examples from our sample to provide some intuitive inter-
pretations of the findings regarding newcomer’s contribu-
tion patterns and technical success in the projects.

Fig. 6 visualizes the dynamics of two newcomers’
MODIFY activities in our sample with two time series. We
use A & B to refer to these two newcomers in this section.
Obviously, there are significant disparities in their centrality
achieved after 180 days of participation: A’s centrality is 4.70
while B’s is 0.93. Meanwhile, there are some apparent differ-
ences in the two time series representing their contribution
patterns, (1) A exhibits relatively stable contribution patterns,
e.g., low fluctuations, consistencies regarding the daily

contribution amount, while B’s contributions often change
drastically; (2) A contributesmore frequently than B. Such dif-
ferences, if translating to the time series features shown in
Table 1 and combining with the regression results in Table 4,
would suggest that the features of A’s dynamics are coinci-
dentally high on those having positive effects on one’s central-
ity, while the features of B’s dynamics are linked with those
having negative effects. For example, B’s dynamics records
much higher value on the features such as ‘‘count_below(0),”
“longest strike belowmean” thanA’s does, which are features
negatively associatedwith one’s centrality.

6 CONTRIBUTION BEYOND SOURCE CODE

The above sections present the analysis and findings on the
dynamic patterns of newcomers’ source code contribution
and their correlationswith technical success (measured by the
centrality) in their early careers. Aswementioned in the intro-
duction, many newcomers also engage in contributions in
documentation, in addition to source code. Such documenta-
tion contributions may also potentially have some effects on
their technical success. Therefore, understanding the relation-
ships between newcomers’ contributions and technical suc-
cess in early career shall consider such a type of contribution.
We hereby designed and conducted a complementary case
study to explore newcomers’ documentation contributions,
which provided answers to the RQ3. The case study is
detailed in this section, including the data preparation pro-
cess, the analysis strategy, and its results and findings.

6.1 Data Preparation

As shown in Fig. 7, we took several procedures to prepare
data for the case study.

6.1.1 Sampling Targeted Projects and Identifying

Documentation Contributions

To collect necessary evidence for the case study, we first inves-
tigated how a newcomer could contribute to documentation in

Fig. 6. Newcomer A & B’s dynamics of their MODIFYactivities in their early careers. It indicates some intuitive connection between their different con-
tribution patterns and centrality.
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each sampled project, bymanually checking their repositories’
README files, Wiki pages hosted on GITHUB and other rele-
vant websites, e.g., project homepages. Usually, there is a sec-
tion named “How to contribute,” which might specify
guidelines about contributing to documentation. We found
out that 50 of 54 sampled projects had separated directories to
accommodate members’ documentation contributions in their
official repositories. However, most of them had yet to estab-
lish explicit documentation contribution solicitation and man-
agement practices as they did for code contributions. Some
projects’ documentation was quite fragile and lacked continu-
ous contributors.

Thus, we decided to focus on projects with sufficient doc-
umentation, rather than studying all 50 projects with sepa-
rated documentation directories. For each ecosystem, we
drew two projects as case study targets following two steps:

1) The project with most documentation files in the
documentation directory would be selected;

2) The project with the highest percentage of documenta-
tion files in the repositorywould be selected; if this proj-
ect had already been selected in the first step, the one
with the second-highest percentagewould be selected.

The above procedure resulted in six projects, which are:
ShardingSphere and JMeter from the Apache ecosystem,
Nova and ansible-hardening from the OpenStack ecosys-
tem, and NumPy and Bokeh from the Python Data Science
ecosystem. We then extracted the documentation commit
data from these six projects’ repositories. If a commit con-
tains a file under the documentation directory, this commit
would be extracted, and the files under the documentation
directory would be considered as documentation files. Fol-
lowing the same data extraction process introduced above,
we extracted the documentation commit data, including
author, timestamp, SHA, commit message, and list of docu-
mentation files. Then we resolved the name entity and
removed the bot accounts as we did for identifying source
code contributions. Then, we had a sample of 1,032 new-
comers having documentation contributions.

6.1.2 Filtering Subjects

In contrast to such a large pool of documentation contributors,
we noticed that most newcomers’ documentation contribu-
tions are quite low (� 14 documentation files), and 488 of
them (� 47%) only edited one documentation file throughout
their entire early career. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 8, over
90% of them only touched less than 20 documentation files,

while 90% of newcomers who contributed to source code
modified less than 60 source code files during their early
careers. Therefore, although each project often has a large
pool of newcomers working as documentation contributors,
lots of them are casual/one-time contributors, which stopped
their contribution and dropped out soon. To facilitate fair
comparisons with newcomers included in the main study
and remove noisy data of casual contributors, we excluded
newcomers who made less than 20 documentation contribu-
tions during their early career, resulting in a sample of 85
newcomers from the six sampled projects.

Since some newcomers who only contributed to documen-
tation never touched source code during their early career, it
was impossible to assess their technical success using the cen-
trality measure. Meanwhile, the case study’s scope automati-
cally excluded the newcomers who only made source code
contributions. Thus, we should target those who had substan-
tial amounts of both types of contributions during their early
career. By applying this rule, the final sample of subjects con-
tains 35 newcomers from four projects, JMeter: 3, Nova: 18,
NumPy: 6, and Bokeh: 8 (Fig. 9).

6.1.3 Compiling Case Study Evidence

For the identified 35 newcomers, we compiled a dataset as
the main evidence for the case study. The dataset contained
data related to these individuals’ all commits made during
their early career by joining documentation commit data
and source code commit data. The total number is 14,456.
Then, these 35 newcomers’ centrality data were linked back.

Fig. 7. Overview of the data preparation process for the case study on documentation contribution.

Fig. 8. The distribution of newcomers’ total documentation contribution in
their early career.
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The final dataset thus consisted of three components: docu-
mentation commit data, code commit data, and centrality
data. Each piece of commit data had detailed information,
including its author, timestamp, SHA, and commit message.
The dataset then served as the main evidence for the case
study and would be used to answer RQ3.

6.2 Analysis for RQ3

We adopted amixed (quantitative and qualitative) strategy to
analyze the data from the 35 sampled newcomers (the pri-
mary evidence of the case study). As we did in the above
sections, the quantitative analysis focused on providing
descriptive statistics rather than making statistical inferences.
Similar to what we did for code contributions, we also mod-
eled each newcomers’ documentation contributions as time
series, and summarized the characteristics of dynamic pat-
terns of documentation contributions to develop an under-
standing of this type of contribution, particularly on the
differences between the two types of contributions.

Since the documentation contributions usually influence
one’s early career technical success (measured by the
centrality) indirectly through code contributions, the quali-
tative analysis would focus on the relative temporal rela-
tionships and interactions between an individual’s code
and documentation contribution. We plotted all 35 individ-
uals’ dynamic contributions of documentation and source
code. Each plot contained a newcomer’s contributions of
both types during his or her entire early career. And then,
we qualitatively identified different trajectories of these
plots according to these plots’ temporal patterns and the
number of contributions represented. Two authors first
coded the dynamic trajectories showing in the plots inde-
pendently, which achieved an initial 0.96 IRR. A few dis-

agreements were resolved through discussions. The coding
process resulted in four trajectories. We further linked a
newcomer’s contribution trajectory with the detailed com-
mit data and the centrality to provide answers to RQ3

through qualitative reasoning.

6.3 Results and Findings

6.3.1 Descriptive Statistics

The documentation contributions could also be modeled as
dynamic time series. We extracted the same set of 24 time
series features for these time series. Table 5 summarizes
descriptive statistics of these features. Comparing with the
time series of code contribution (Table 3), there are some
similarities, as well as differences.

First, regarding the dynamic fluctuations, the time series of
both types of contribution are decreasing in general, according
to the values of agg_linear_trend(max, 5, slope) and agg_linear_-
trend(max, 10, slope) (Row 1 & 2). However, the time series of
documentation contribution tend to have a smaller non-linear
trend (Row 3 & 4), also less complex in general (Row 14-16).
Although the 35 newcomers had substantial documentation
contributions compared with the newcomers who were
excluded from the case study, their documentation contribu-
tions are still far less than code contributions in frequency and
total amount. We observed more zeros (Row 17) and longer
periods without documentation contribution (Row 19), and
the documentation contributions tend to be less consistent
(Row 18& 20) than code contributions.

Fig. 9. The number of newcomers with types of contributions in each
sampled projects.

TABLE 5
Descriptive Statistics of Doc Contribution Time Series Features

Features Mean SD

Dynamic Fluctuations
ð1Þ agg_linear_trend(max, 5, slope) -0.17 0.46
ð2Þ agg_linear_trend(max, 10, slope) -0.64 1.80
ð3Þ c3(1) 20.06 98.78
ð4Þ c3(2) 11.47 58.76
ð5Þ c3(3) 10.13 59.44
ð6Þ energy_ratio_by_chunks(10, 0) 0.44 0.40
ð7Þ first location of maximum 0.24 0.31
ð8Þ mean change -0.21 0.64
ð9Þ ratio value number to time series length 0.03 0.02
ð10Þ symmetry_looking(0.05) 0.97 0.17
ð11Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(1) -18.31 72.60
ð12Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(2) 2.60 142.60
ð13Þ time_reversal_asymmetry_statistic(3) 23.06 221.00

Complexity
ð14Þ approximate_entropy(2, 0.1) 0.18 0.19
ð15Þ cid_ce(False) 59.70 116.52
ð16Þ sample entropyy 0.10 0.16

Contribution Frequency
ð17Þ count_below(0) 0.94 0.08
ð18Þ longest strike above mean 2.34 1.41
ð19Þ longest strike below mean 99.37 49.43
ð20Þ variance 86.67 331.73

Amount of Contribution
ð21Þ large_standard_deviation(0.2) 0.00 0.00
ð22Þ percentage of reoccurring datapoints 0.48 0.18
ð23Þ quantile(0.9) 0.20 0.76
ð24Þ sum of reoccurring data points 23.69 39.80
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6.3.2 Dynamic Trajectories of Newcomers’ Code and

Documentation Contributions

Section 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 report on the qualitative analysis’
results and findings. First, Section 6.3.2 introduces the four
dynamic trajectories. These identified trajectories are:

1) Code-Intensive & Doc-Random (CIDR): This trajec-
tory means that a newcomer had intensive code con-
tributions but a very random and small amount of
documentation contributions; besides, the first code
contribution often appeared before the first docu-
mentation contribution. We use CIDR to refer to this
trajectory. Among the 35 newcomers, 13 newcomers’
plots exhibited such a trajectory, accounting for 37%
in the whole sample.

2) Doc-Intensive & Code-Random (DICR): This trajec-
tory means that a newcomer had intensive documen-
tation contributions but a very random and small
amount of code contributions; besides, the first docu-
mentation contribution often appeared before the
first code contribution. We use DICR to refer to this
trajectory. Among the 35 newcomers, only two new-
comers’ plots exhibited such a trajectory, accounting
for 6% in the whole sample.

3) Both-Intensive (BI): This trajectory means that a new-
comer had made intensive contributions in both
source code and documentation. We use BI to refer
to this trajectory. This trajectory contained most new-
comers’ plots (14 out of 35, 40%).

4) Both-Random (BR): In the opposite to the third tra-
jectory, some (6 out of 35, 17%) newcomers’ contribu-
tions in both source code and documentation were
random and limited. We named this trajectory as
Both-Random, shortened as BR.

The right part of Fig. 10 gives an example for each trajec-
tory. The differences are obvious. Also, note that the new-
comers’ documentation contributions were very limited
and random when they fell into trajectories CIDR or BR.

6.3.3 Linking Newcomers’ Dynamic Trajectories With

Their Centrality

We then linked these newcomers’ centrality with their tra-
jectories. In Fig. 11, we plotted all 35 newcomers’ centrality,
grouped by their trajectories. In addition, we used different
color patterns to indicate the quartile distribution of their
centrality values.

The first quartile (red dots in Fig. 11) includes nine new-
comers who had the highest centrality. Three of them were
in the CIDR trajectory, and six were in the BI trajectory. Nei-
ther of the other two trajectories had any newcomer achiev-
ing centrality falling into the first quartile. Besides, a large
proportion (16 out of 27, 60%) of newcomers in CIDR and BI
trajectories recorded above (or equal to) median centrality,

Fig. 10. The number of newcomers and an example in each trajectory. In each example, the solid line represents the dynamics of code contributions,
while the dotted line represents the dynamics of documentation contributions.

Fig. 11. The number of newcomers in each trajectory.
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which accounts for almost 90% of newcomers who had
above (or equal to) the median centrality. Thus, it confirms
what was revealed in the main study, i.e., intensive code
contributions in source code seem to have some positive
correlations with high centrality. Then, the fourth quartile
(black dots in Fig. 11) includes nine newcomers evenly dis-
tributed in three trajectories (CIDR, BI, BR). Particularly,
newcomers in the fourth quartile account for half of all indi-
viduals in the BR trajectory; and none newcomer in this tra-
jectory had above (or equal to) the median centrality. Both
suggest that making random contributions does not help
too much in achieving technical success in early careers.

Unfortunately, there is no direct evidence to enable us to
determine if documentation contributions could be helpful,
partially due to the limitation of the data. However, if dig-
ging deeper into the nine newcomers’ commit information in
the BI who had centrality in the first and last quartile, we
could find an interesting coincidence. That is, for the six in
the first quartile, many of their documentation contributions
were independent of source code contributions, while for the
three in the fourth quartile, most of their documentation con-
tributions and source code contributions often appeared in
the same commits. These documentation contributions were
mostly about explanation or summary of their code contribu-
tions. For example, Newcomer G’s all documentation contri-
butions were part of commits containing source code
contributions, and her centrality was among the lowest ones
(marked in Fig. 11). Furthermore, in the trajectory DICR
where the documentation contributions obviously had little
relevance with random code contributions, its two new-
comers’ achieved higher centrality than the median central-
ity. Therefore, intensive code-independent documentation
contributionsmay be positively associatedwith high central-
ity, though we have no explicit evidence due to the restric-
tion of the data. Further research is necessary to examine
such relationships.

6.3.4 Answers to RQ3

Based on the above discussion, we can answer the RQ3 as
follows:

Making code and documentation contribution inten-
sively does help newcomers technical success in their
early careers. However, there is no explicit evidence to
support that documentation contribution’s positive role.
Meanwhile, documentation contributions unrelated to
code contributions may potentially have positive correla-
tions but require further investigations.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Discussion of Findings

Our study’s findings convey several important messages.
First, a newcomer’s early career contribution behaviors did
correlate with their technical success measured in terms of
eigenvector centrality. Prior literature has done an excellent
job focusing on easing their onboarding process by system-
atically examining the barriers they faced and designing
tools to help them make the first contribution [3], [4], [6],

[28], [43], [48], [49]. Our work extends the prior work from
the onboarding to early career and shows that contribution
behaviors matter technical success. Thus, our work provides
a fresh perspective and potential solutions to the long-last-
ing problems in OSS projects, i.e., high dropout rates [8]
and a large population of casual/one-time contributors [50],
[72]. Based on our findings, socio-technical interventions on
their contribution behaviors should be designed to empower
newcomers in their early careers to help them achieve long-
term success and advancement in an OSS project.

Second, regarding the specific contribution behavioral
patterns, our findings suggest that a newcomer shall be con-
sistent and persistent. RQ1’s finding clearly demonstrated
that decreasing trends, long strikes without contribution
would hurt the chance of success. In addition, documenta-
tion contribution does not evidently help newcomers with
their technical success in their early careers unless they
make intensive contributions. These findings give some rec-
ommendations to early career OSS contributors on better
regulating their contribution activities and improving the
chance of technical success.

Third, we found that the ecosystem that a project belongs
to does introduce certain variances on the relationships
between the contribution patterns and technical success. For
contributors who switch their contribution to another project
of a different ecosystem, the contribution patterns they used
for previous projects might not work in new projects, due to
different ecosystems. For example, avoiding long strikes
without contribution in Apache projects could increase the
chance of success, while it might not work similarly in Open-
Stack or Python Data Science projects. Hence, when contrib-
utors switch to another ecosystem, they should explore the
ecosystem-specific contribution patterns to achieve technical
success. While a limitation of this paper is that what factors
cause such ecosystem-specific differences have not yet been
identified, prior literature provide some cues that ecosys-
tem-level norms and practices may play role in determining
these differences. Bogart et al. [20] found that ecosystems
upheld diverse values and behavioral norms which shaped
its contributors’ activities. For example, compared with the
Apache ecosystem, the Python Data Science is more diverse,
interdisciplinary and has less constraints. Therefore, its
developers may not need to adhere to specific dynamic con-
tribution patterns to achieve high centrality, in contrast to
those in the Apache ecosystem (see Table 4).

Lastly, in addition to the source code contributions, new-
comers also often contribute to documentation. Our case study
results identified some specific trajectories that might posi-
tively correlate with newcomers’ technical success, even
thoughwewere unable to find sufficient evidence to explicitly
support the role of documentation contribution in newcomers’
early careers. This suggests potential opportunities for future
research examining how dynamic code and documentation
contributions jointly influence newcomers’ careers and success
in open source projects through novel research designs. The
potential correlations we observed could be starting points
and anchors for these future studies.

Ourwork, particularly the recognition of the importance of
early career contribution behaviors, suggests rich opportuni-
ties for future theory development and empirical research. In
addition to those we have mentioned above, there are still
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many open research questions that could be added to a future
research agenda. For instance, we identified the correlations
between dynamic contribution patterns in early career and
technical success, but have not yet explained why there are
these correlations. It is an inherent restriction of the explor-
atory methodology used in this paper. Researchers may
employ confirmatory methodology to clarify and explain the
reasons behind these correlations. These correlations may
take effect jointly with external factors. Also, the results indi-
cated that these relationships varied according to ecosys-
tems. Thus, future workmay include investigating how such
differences relate to ecosystem-level characteristics such as
practices, values, and so on [19], [20]. These differences could
be potential factors that influence the contribution patterns in
difference ecosystems, which worth investigating in future
research. Besides, the technical success is not the only type of
success in an OSS project; one might be organizationally suc-
cessful, or politically, without a high centrality, and new-
comers could choose various career pathways to achieve
different types of success in OSS projects [21]. Do these types
of success in OSS correlatedwith their behavioral patterns?

7.2 Design Implications

The study brings out opportunities for computational tools
and mechanism designs to help newcomers in their early
careers. We are going to give two examples of them.

According to our findings, one simple yet effective inter-
vention may help newcomers keep track of their contribu-
tion patterns. The heatmap visualization of commit activity
on a developer’s profile may not fully satisfy such a pur-
pose; it neither provides granularity at the project level nor
has any analytic facilities to offer insights about dynamic
patterns [86]. Our work suggests a potential visual design
space of incorporating the visual elements reflecting contri-
bution patterns such as general trends, the average amount
of contribution, contribution frequency, and others. Also,
visualizations could facilitate newcomers’ learning from
role models in their projects. Many newcomers have no
idea about how to start and contribute when joining the
project [3]. Visualizing and summarizing successful contrib-
utors’ contribution trajectories in the same projects or the
projects within the same ecosystem may help newcomers
learn the possible ways to increase the chances to be a devel-
oper with higher technical impact in open source projects.

Besides, another effective intervention could be the
reminder mechanism. A simple reminder mechanism could
facilitate newcomers to maintain consistency in contributing
toOSS projects. Our findings suggestmaintaining a consistent
contributing rhythm is significantly correlated with a new-
comer’s technical success. Once detecting some ongoing long
inactive period in a newcomer’s contributing trajectory, such
a reminder mechanism could remind them by saying: “Hey,
you haven’t committed any code to [project name] since last
month, would you like to check out what is happening there.”
It could also integrate sophisticated dynamic contribution
forecasting techniques, for example, ARIMA-related techni-
ques or SE-specialized GAP model [87], to enable some early
intervention for preventing newcomers’ inactivity in advance.
Doing so could help newcomers maintain consistent and per-
sistent code contributions and even bring some back on track.
Moreover, if seeking to make such messages more noticeable,

the visualization of daily activities, similar to what we show
in Fig. 6, could replace GITHUB’s heatmap style visualization
of activities in a user’s profile page.

7.3 Recommendations to Newcomers

Our findings and corresponding discussions above can be
distilled into immediate recommendations for newcomers
to help them achieve technical success in their early
careers. The main recommendation is that a newcomer
shall be persistent to make regular contributions at some
consistent levels during their early career, no matter for
source code or documentation (like Newcomer A in
Fig. 6). To be specific, a newcomer might need to bear the
following in mind:

� Keeping a smooth rhythm may be important (Section
5.2.1, 5.2.2);

� Try to contribute frequently but not abruptly (Section
5.2.3, 5.2.4);

� Avoid drastic decreases and long inactive periods (Section
5.2.3);

� Contributing a lot in a single day does not necessarily help
too much (Section 5.2.4);

� Keep an eye on others’ contribution patterns, particularly
to learn from those who are in the same ecosystems (Sec-
tion 5.3.2);

� Making intensive contributions, even when you focus on
documentation contributions. (Section 6).

Note that practicing the above recommendations is nei-
ther sufficient nor necessary to guarantee a newcomer’s
technical success. However, in general, adopting the above
recommendations should improve the chance of achieving
technical success in the long run.

7.4 Threats to Validity

We aimed to investigate fine-grained contribution patterns
and technical success in OSS projects. Thus, it is reasonable
to conduct an empirical study by analyzing digital trace
data [88]. However, as in any empirical study, there are lim-
itations associated with the particular study design.

From the perspective of construct validity, our study
involves two classes of primary constructs–contribution
patterns encoded in time series features and technical suc-
cess measured by a developer’s centrality. All their defini-
tions and operationalizations are straightforward and based
on extant literature [17], [73], [78]. We removed hundreds of
high-order time series features that could not link to behav-
ioral patterns, thus ensuring direct interpretations between
contribution patterns and time series features. However, we
recognize that measuring technical success is a complex
task and one that may have some alternative metrics. The
construct validity would be enhanced with replications
using other metrics in the future.

From the perspective of internal validity, the study
shares the same set of limitations with other empirical work
using repository data generated in software development.
We took multiple measures to ensure that the data collec-
tion and preparation were free of most of the perils summa-
rized in [89]. For example, we spent a fair amount of effort
resolving the name entities and carefully distinguishing
code contributions from other types of contributions. The
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analysis process was done with mature statistical techni-
ques and performed in an unbiased way.

From the perspective of external validity, a significant
threat in any empirical research is about the generalizability
of results. Although the sampled ecosystems and corre-
sponding projects represented a broad spectrum of OSS eco-
systems and projects, it is far from representing the whole
OSS universe. Thus, the results and findings may not be
directly generalizable to other ecosystems and projects.

From the perspective of conclusion validity, we have
high-level confidence in the identified relationships between
dynamic contribution patterns and newcomers’ technical
success in their early careers since we ensured the assump-
tions of multivariate analysis were satisfied, used HLM to
control individual project’s impacts on variances, and per-
formed necessary model diagnosis. The model only contains
one grouping level variable, i.e., which project a newcomer
belonged to; thus, there would be no multicollinearity at the
grouping level. The statistical models all had high statistical
power. In the complementary case study,we did not perform
any statistical modeling to identify potential relationships.
Instead, we focused on qualitative observation and reason-
ing. Though documentation contribution might also poten-
tially correlate to technical success, we acknowledged that
such correlations could not be confirmed based on the cur-
rent dataset.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper reports on a study focusing on newcomers’
dynamic contribution patterns during their early career,
along with their technical success in OSS projects. Using
fine-grained newcomers’ contribution data from 54 large
OSS projects from three ecosystems, we identified correla-
tions between newcomers’ contribution patterns (repre-
sented by time series features) and their centrality. The
results confirm the existence of the correlations between
newcomers’ contribution patterns and their centrality. In
general, being consistent and persistent in contribution is
positively associated with newcomers’ technical success
measured by their centrality. While these correlations gener-
ally exist in all three ecosystems, we also observed some dif-
ferences in detailed contribution patterns correlated with the
centrality across ecosystems. Furthermore, we studied new-
comers’ documentation contribution as a complementary
case study, to gain some insights about the effect of docu-
mentation contribution in newcomers’ early career technical
success. We discussed the implications and summarized
practical recommendations to OSS newcomers.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research
inquiry focusing on newcomer’s dynamic technical contribu-
tion patterns in their early career. It brings out rich future
opportunities related to the novel focus of the dynamic pat-
terns of newcomers’ contributions toOSS projects during their
early career beyond onboarding processes. For instance, why
and how do these dynamic contribution patterns influence
newcomers’ technical success? Do they also relate to other
types of success, e.g., social success? How these dynamic con-
tribution patterns impact one’s career with other factors? Our
present work will motivate researchers to pay more attention

to develop a holistic understanding of newcomers’ careers
beyond their onboarding.
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